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P L Hulse 
General Manager, Integrated Catchment Management 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN COUNCIL REPORTS ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED  
AS COUNCIL POLICY UNTIL ADOPTED BY COUNCIL 
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Terms of Reference 
Regulatory Committee 

 
 

Council assigns to the Committee responsibilities from time-to-time, and the Committee provides 
advice and reports back to Council on: 
 
1. the approval of non-notified resource consent applications; 
 
2. the need for formal review and amendment of existing plans, strategies and by-laws; 
 
3. the consideration and determination of notified consent applications that are unable to be 

dealt with via the existing delegations to staff (via the appointment of qualified hearing 
panels); 

 
4. the appointment and performance of hearing committees/panels; 
 
5. the implementation of NPS, frameworks, and environmental standards required; 
 
6. the monitoring of regional plans, strategies and bylaws. 
 
7. compliance and enforcement activities, including those relating to permitted activities, 

resource consents and biosecurity matters. 
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Confirmation of Minutes 
 

 Regulatory Committee Meeting – 3 August 2022 
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   Environment Southland is the brand name 
of Southland Regional Council 

 

Minutes of the Regulatory Committee, Whakaretea, 
Meeting of the Southland Regional Council, held in  

Regional House, corner North Road and Price Street, 
Invercargill, on Wednesday,  
3 August 2022, at 2.00 pm 

____________________________________________ 

 

 
 

Present: Cr N Cook  (Chair) 
 Cr D Stevens  (Deputy) 
 Cr A Baird 
 Cr R Guyton 
 Cr J McPhail 
 Cr B Mager 
 Chairman N Horrell  (ex officio)  
  
Staff Present: Mr P Hulse (General Manager Integrated Catchment 

Management) 
 Mrs D Ferguson  (Resource Management Manager) 
 Mr B Halligan  (Consents Manager) 
 Ms L Bragg (Team Leader Consents) 
 Mr G Gericke (Senior Consents Officer) 
 Ms L Tambo (Consents Officer) 
 Ms B Pickett (Strategic Communications Advisor) 
 Miss M Scott (Personal Assistant) 

 

1 Welcome │ Haere mai 

 
 The Chairman welcomed members to the Regulatory Committee meeting for August 

2022. 

  

2 Apologies │ Nga Pa Pouri 

  

 Resolved: 
 

Moved Cr McPhail, seconded Chairman Horrell, that apologies for 

absence be recorded on behalf of Cr McCallum and Cr Esler. 
Carried 

 

3 Declarations of Interest 

 
 There were no declarations of interest.   
 

4 Public Forum, Petitions and Deputations │ He Huinga tuku korero 

 
 There were no public forum, petitions or deputations presented to the meeting. 
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5 Confirmation of Minutes │ Whakaū korero – 12 May 2022 

 
Resolved: 

 

Moved Cr McPhail, seconded Cr Stevens, that the minutes of the 

Regulatory Committee meeting held on 12 May 2022, be taken as read 
and confirmed as a true and correct record. 
 

 Carried 
 

6 Notification of Extraordinary and Urgent Business │ He Panui Autaia hei 
Totoia Pakihi 

 
6.1 Supplementary Reports 
  
 There were no supplementary reports considered by the meeting. 
 
6.2 Other 
 
 There were no other items of business raised by Councillors for inclusion in the 

agenda. 
 

7 Questions │ Patai 

 
There were no questions asked by members. 
 

8 Chairman and Councillors’ Reports │ Nga Purongo-a-Tumuaki me nga 
Kaunihera 

 
 Neither the Chairman nor any Councillors presented reports. 

 

9 General Manager, Integrated Catchment Management Report – 22/RC/78 

 
 Item 1 – Consents Team Activity and Performance – 1 April to 30 June 2022 
 
 This item was prepared to inform Council of the activities within the Consents Division 

during the past reporting period of 1 April 2022 to 30 June 2022.  It was advised that 
Mrs Ferguson (Resource Management Manager) and Mr Halligan (Consents Manager) 
had been appointed permanently to their roles. 

 
 Mr Halligan took his report as read, and highlighted the following points: 
 

 submitters from recent dairy-related application hearings had highlighted 
concerns around rising ground water nitrate levels and the potential health 
impact; 
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 many township wastewater consents through the region were set to expire 
within 18 months.  There had been proactive engagement from staff at the 
relevant territorial authorities in working on applications in advance; 

 the Government had advised that $179 million dollars over four years had been 
budgeted for the implementation of the resource management reform.  There 
would be various tranches of work spread over that timeframe including the 
proposed reduction of 100 planning documents into 14. 

 
To questions asked it was clarified that: 
 

 most ‘change of land use to dairy’ consent applications were not in relation to 
herd numbers but rather to increase the dairying platform size.  Applications of 
that nature would not necessarily trigger a limited or publicly notified process 
and the Consents Team were engaging with the consulting sector when it came 
to creating more readily consentable regimes;  

 intensive winter gazing consents processed to date had been multi-farm 
however there had been one granted for a 10 year period; 

 intensive winter grazing consenting costs were dependent on their complexity, 
and differed on a case-by-case basis.  The costs were also dependant on how 
many aspects of the regulations were triggered by the application.  Generally 
the overall cost had been consistent in comparison to other councils; 

 existing peat mining consents had been active for many years.  New provisions 
around wetlands would likely encompass peat bogs, resulting in more stringent 
conditions for any new applications. 

 
Concern was expressed over the upcoming introduction of certified farm plans and 
how they would affect current applicants.  Mr Halligan advised that little information 
had been provided on how the processes would work, however staff were keeping an 
open dialogue with parties involved and would provide any further updates to 
Council. 

 
 Resolved: 
 

Moved Chairman Horrell, seconded Cr McPhail, that Council note the 
Consents Division report for the period 1 April to 30 June 2022. 

 
Carried 

 

 Item 2 – Environmental Compliance Division Report – 1 April to 30 June 2022 
 

 The purpose of this item was to inform Council of the activities within the Compliance 
Division during the reporting period 1 April to 30 June 2022.  Mrs Ferguson took her 
report as read and highlighted the below updates since the writing of the report: 

 

 a new team structure had been implemented to allow for career development 
and opportunity; 

 from the July monitoring flight there had been one desktop follow-up and two 
site visits.  No breaches had been located during the visits; 
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 UAV drone training had been completed by one staff member.  The operation 
of a drone would only be required for incident response and the community 
would be advised before use; 

 400 sets of data had been received for the first season of nitrogen reporting.  
The ‘in-house’ online form would be replaced on the ES website by a central 
portal.  Once launched that would collect data directly from fertiliser suppliers 
to then pass to regional councils.   It was noted that data invoicing had been 
paused while the process was under review.   

 
To questions asked the following was clarified: 
 

 due to the volume of nitrogen reporting, it would take time to accurately review 
data.  Feedback would be provided to consent holders if needed; 

 pre-determined flight paths could not be provided as that may compromise 
monitoring, however, it would be possible to share the GPS path post flight; 

 historically notification of a site visit was via phone call when the staff member 
was at the farm gate.  Since last season a new system had been implemented 
where the call was made before travelling to the property.  This was open to 
review throughout the season, however with incidents it would not always be 
possible to call ahead; 

 the dairy top performer programme (Voluntary programme) had begun and the 
team were always looking into new levels of rewarding good behaviour.  A 
suggestion was made that extra notice time for site visits could be considered 
for top performers. 

 
 Resolved: 
 

Moved Cr Mager, seconded Cr Stevens, that Council note the 
Environmental Compliance Division report for the period 1 April to 
30 June 2022. 

 
Carried 

 

10 Extraordinary and Urgent Business │ Panui Autaia hei Totoia Pakihi 

 
There were no items of extraordinary or urgent business considered by the meeting. 

 

11 Public Excluded Business │ He hui Pakihi e hara mo te iwi 

 
There was no public excluded business considered by the meeting. 

 

Termination 

 

 There being no further business, the meeting closed at 3.10 pm. 
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9.   Election of Deputy Chair of the Committee  
 

Councillors will recall at the Inaugural meeting (held on 28 October 2022) that it was resolved that 
each of the Principal Standing Committees would elect its own Deputy Chair, in the event that the 
Chair was unable to attend and/or participate in a meeting. This item is submitted to allow that 
election to occur. 
 
At the same meeting, Council delegated to each of the Principal Standing Committees the authority 
that, in the event of either the appointed Chair or Deputy Chair of the Committees being absent from 
the meetings, the Committee may elect another Councillor to Chair that particular meeting from 
amongst those members that are present at the time. 
 
Recommendation  
 
It is recommended that the Regulatory Committee appoint Cr XX as the Deputy Chair of the 
Committee. 
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Matters for Information/Noting 
Kaupapa Whakamohiotanga/Tuhingia 

 

Item 1     Consents Division Report – 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022 
 
MORF ID: A840243 Strategic Direction: Managed access to quality 

natural resources 

Report by: Bruce Halligan,  Consents Manager  Approved by:  Paul Hulse, General Manager, 
Integrated Catchment Management  

Executive Approval:  Paul Hulse, General Manager, Integrated Catchment Management 

 
Purpose 
 
For Council to note the Consents Division report for the 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022 period.  
 
Summary 
 
The purpose of this report is to inform Council of the activities within the Consent Division during the 
past reporting period (1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022), with a focus on: 
 

 emerging consent–related issues; 

 relevant legislative reform; 

 co-ordination initiatives; 

 key challenges. 
 

Recommendation  
 
It is recommended that Council resolves to note the Consents Division report for the 1 July 2022 to 
30 September 2022 period. 
 
Report 
 
Current and Emerging issues 
 
As previously reported, there is ongoing interest in Fiordland–related consent matters, with a 
number of parties expressing their views on a range of matters, particularly those involving new 
activities and new structures.  Committee members will be aware that a Regional Coastal Plan 
Change relating to Commercial Surface Water Activities has recently been notified, which means that 
both the current plan provisions and the provisions of the Coastal Plan Change need to be considered 
in relation to this matter for future applications.  Further submissions were called for from late 
October to early November 2022 and Policy and Planning staff are considering next steps in the 
process. This Plan Change is having the effect that some applications that would previously have 
been processed non-notified are now being publicly notified.  
 
A number of municipal/township wastewater consents across the region are nearing expiry over the 
next 18 months.  Staff of the relevant territorial authorities are generally being proactive in engaging 
with the Consents team on these well in advance.  The National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2020 significantly elevates the regulatory bar for consideration of such applications, 
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particularly for activities proposing discharge of wastewater to water, which are often a feature of 
older municipal schemes. 
 
Environment Southland, led by the Catchment Integration team, has been participating in a Certified 
Freshwater Farm Plan (CFFP) development trial with the Ministry for the Environment in recent 
months. The CFFP system is embedded in the Resource Management Act 1991 (Sections 217A to 
217M) and will become an important part of the resource management system when embedded. 
Consents staff have been feeding into this work at relevant stages. 
 
Legislative reform 
 
As previously communicated, the Government remains committed to its programme of legislative 
reform in the environmental area and it is anticipated that some substantial progress on this will be 
made in late 2022 and early 2023.  The overall proposed changes are explained at the attached link: 
https://environment.govt.nz/assets/publications/Our-future-resource-management-system-
materials-for-discussion.pdf 
 
The last update from the Ministry for the Environment from October 2022 can be found at this link: 
https://mailchi.mp/mfe/rm-reform-update-sectors-11th-edition?e=8c71d9464b 
 
It is very important for the Consents team to stay across this crucial legislative reform, which has 
been described as the most significant environmental reform in a generation, in order to position the 
Consents function effectively for the future. The Consents team is also looking to ensure ongoing 
participation (usually virtually) in relevant forums, including discussions across the regional councils, 
to ensure awareness of best practice and general consistency of approach.  In that regard Lacey 
Bragg, Team Leader - Consents, attended the recent national Consents Managers forum in 
Christchurch in June 2022, which was useful. 
 
Committee members will be aware of the recently released exposure draft of the National Policy 
Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity.  Environment Southland has prepared a submission on this, 
which was endorsed by the Council on 13 July 2022.  Depending on where this lands, it could have a 
significant impact on consenting workloads for all councils.  
 
The Government is also consulting currently on proposed changes to the National Environmental 
Standards for Plantation Forestry, on matters relating to afforestation and management of plantation 
and exotic carbon forests, until 18 November 2022. The link to this consultation is available here: 
https://www.mpi.govt.nz/forestry/national-environmental-standards-plantation-forestry/ 
 
Co-ordination initiatives 
 
There has been an ongoing focus in 2022 on supporting the embedding of the Integrated Catchment 
Management model.  In particular, the Consents and Compliance teams have been working more 
closely together through: 
 

 regular fortnightly leadership catch-ups; 

 consistent approaches to health and safety – use of the “Take 5” tool to encourage staff 
thinking in advance to mitigate health and safety risks ;  

 regular sense-checking of consent conditions to ensure they are effective and clear for 
Compliance staff charged with their enforcement in the field; 
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 Cross-divisional field visits and training opportunities - In particular, there are some combined 
dairy training opportunities pending. 
 

Key challenges 
 

 Workforce 
A very important ongoing focus at a managerial level remains, ensuring appropriate processing 
capacity and capability to process incoming consents.   Approximately 10% of consents are 
currently outsourced to external consultants for processing, reflecting team capacity and 
experience levels in some types of more specialised applications.  
 
There is considerable pressure on skilled consents staff at a national level, so attracting and 
retaining Consents staff is an important ongoing focus. Two recent attempts to attract an 
experienced Principal (preferably) or Senior Consents Officer (to fill the author’s old role) have 
been unsuccessful.  
 
Equally important is seeking to avoid knowledge “single points of failure “developing within 
the team, by upskilling more staff for competency in key regular activity areas.  This is quite a 
challenge in a small team, as it is difficult for all staff to stay fully across all the various types of 
applications the Consents team deals with, whereas at larger Councils individual officers often 
specialise in a specific type of application e.g. coastal, dairy etc.   On a positive note, however, 
there has been good internal career progression within the Consents team in 2022. 
 
The team will be approximately two team members down during November to January 
inclusive.  While additional work can be outsourced, to maintain capacity an arrangement has 
been made with the Otago Regional Council Consents team to provide “as required” support 
from some of their experienced staff over this period.  

 

 Response times from some agencies identified as affected parties 
As reported at the last meeting, some concerns have been expressed by applicants and their 
consultants regarding the response times of some agencies, which are regularly identified by 
Environment Southland as affected parties in consent processes.  Some applicants have 
expressed concerns that it is sometimes taking many weeks to obtain responses/feedback 
from these agencies.  While the response times of third party agencies is outside of 
Environment Southland’s control, this does reflect on the customer’s overall experience of the 
Environment Southland consent process.  In order to seek to be proactive on this, the 
Consents team has continued to engage with some of these agencies to ascertain whether 
there is any ability to streamline or clarify the process to reduce delays.  

 

 Uncertainties of future legislative reform and providing definitive advice in that context  
As referred to above and in previous reporting, the Government has a strong programme of 
legislative reform, which is currently progressing with some haste.  While the Consents team is 
seeking to ensure that it keeps abreast of this national direction, this does create a level of 
uncertainty for applicants who seek some certainty regarding what the regulatory regime may 
look like in, for instance, three years’ time when their farming consents may come up for 
renewal.   There are limits to what Consents staff at the coalface can do about that, however, 
other than qualify any advice accordingly.  
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Divisional activities 
 
The activities of the Consents Division in the reporting period from 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022 
are summarised as follows:  
 
General 
 

 149 applications lodged. 

 120 decisions made (including incomplete returns and withdrawals). 

 Timeframe compliance over the period is 100%.  This includes situations where the processing 
timeframe has been extended with the applicant’s agreement (e.g. where draft conditions 
have been supplied to the applicant for feedback).  100% of applications lodged during the 
reporting period are being processed in-house. (Note: Several larger applications currently in 
processing are being supported by external consultants, usually where the required 
competencies are not held in the in-house team.)   

 It is worth noting, however, that 10 applications remain on hold relating to Mataura Water 
Conservation Order reallocation processes, which are in train via a dedicated project team. 
Section 124 rights apply to those applications so the consent holders can continue to operate 
under their current consents. Review notices have been issued for consents affected by the 
Mataura over-allocation. These do not include the current on-hold replacement applications, 
as review notices cannot be issued for expired consents, and the solution to the over-
allocation will be applied through the replacement consent process 

 
Team matters 
 

 The Consents team has supported Fiordland Marine Guardians meetings and has provided 
regular reporting on consents activities. The next meeting is scheduled for 15 November 2022. 

 The regular Consents Consultants’ Working Group meetings have continued via Zoom in this 
quarter on a monthly basis.  This remains a very useful forum for dialogue and feedback on the 
Consents Division’s processes and other related issues. 

 The review of the Mataura Water Conservation Order consents referred to above will create 
some additional processing pressures on the team over the coming months.  

 The team has been receiving a small number of intensive winter grazing consents to date, 
which is currently manageable within the team resource.  Further work is being undertaken in 
preparation for a possible increase in numbers towards the end of 2022/early 2023.  

 A part-time secondment to Environment Canterbury by a Senior Consents Officer, supporting 
Environment Canterbury in the processing of more complex farming consents, is underway 
until mid-2023. This secondment is a great professional development opportunity for the staff 
member, as well as an opportunity to strengthen the networking across the two organisations.  
 

Applications Lodged and in Progress 
 
Processing of consents has kept pace with the number of applications lodged.  The volume of 
applications lodged is trending slightly upward 3% (149 vs 145 last quarter) on the last reporting 
quarter. 
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Table 1 below summarises the current consent processing activity. (Note: Applications can require 
the auditing of up to 10 different activities per single application).   
 
Table 1: Summary of current and recent consent processing activity 
 
Applications lodged 1 July2022 to 30 September 2022 149 

Applications in progress 177 

Applications that were previously publicly notified 6 

Applications limited notified 8 

Applications limited or publicly notified under S.91A 
suspension  

2 

Applications on hold for >15 working days 96 

Applications awaiting written approvals 27 

 
Table 2:  Summary of consent decisions made on applications 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022  
 
Non-notified decisions made 108 

Limited notified decisions made 9 

Publicly notified decisions made 2 

Total applications withdrawn within date range 1 

Total applications declined within date range 1 (The Alpine 
Group Ltd – 

noted below)  

Incomplete applications returned 3 

 
In addition to applications received and processed, the Consents Division received 362 individual 
enquiries for the reporting period.  The volume of enquiries for this reporting period is similar to the 
previous period.  
 
Publicly Notified and Limited Notified applications 
 
Table 3:  Summary of publicly and limited notified applications in progress 
 
Applicant Activity Status 

The Alpine Group  Coastal occupation with a structure at 
Cascade Cove, Dusky Sound 
 

Amended application lodged and 
limited notified. Submissions 
received.  Hearing was held and 
adjourned late March 2022, 
reconvened on 30 May 2022. 
Application declined by 
Independent Commissioner. 
Appeal lodged, mediation 
scheduled for early December in 
Dunedin. 

Suelen Properties Limited x2 Coastal application for aquaculture at 
Stewart Island 

Hearing to be scheduled.  

S Ellis and M Kuster Commercial surface water activity Submissions closed. Awaiting 
hearing scheduling. On hold for 
deposit payment. 

SDC Rakiura wharves  Coastal permit variations – Various 
wharf/jetty locations 

Limited notified. Submissions 
received. Hearing held 20 July 
2022.  Application granted by 
Independent Commissioner. 
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Applicant Activity Status 

South Port NZ Ltd Coastal Permit – Capital dredging Publicly notified – submissions 
closed 31 January 2022. Hearing 
held 12-14 April 2022. 
Application granted by 
Independent Commissioners. 

Platinum Dairies Land Use – Dairy farming  Publicly notified. Submissions 
close 20 April 2022. Hearing held 
6 July 2022. Application granted 
by Independent Commissioner.  

Real Journeys Ltd  
(APP-20221882) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
closed 6 April 2022. One 
submission received. Application 
on hold awaiting hearing deposit 
payment. 

Sanford Limited Coastal Permit – Marine Farm 
(Mussels) 

Limited notified. Submissions 
closed 24 May 2022. No 
submissions received. Application 
granted under delegated 
authority. 

Yorke’s Excavating Limited Discharge contaminants to land Limited notified. No submissions 
received. Application granted 
under delegated authority. 

Ewen Pirie for the Lake 
Waituna Control Association 

Permits associated with the artificial 
opening to the sea 

Publicly notified. Submissions 
closed 13 July 2022. Hearing 
deposit requested. Application 
suspended under s91A. 

Melior Genetics IWG activity Limited notified. Submissions 
close 21 July 2022. Submission 
received. Application suspended 
under s91A. 

Excell Fishing Co Limited Coastal structures Limited notified. Submissions 
close 27 July 2022. Submission 
received. Submitter with right to 
be heard. Application progressing 
for decision under delegated 
authority. 

Real Journeys Limited (APP-
20221951) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
close 1 July 2022. Two 
submissions received. Application 
suspended under s91A. 

Real Journeys Limited 
(20221947) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
closed 28 June 2022. Two 
submissions received. Application 
suspended under s91A.  

Southern Discoveries Limited 
(APP- 20211758) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
close 13 July 2022. No 
submissions received. Application 
granted under delegated 
authority. 

Southern Discoveries Limited 
(APP-20211781) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
close 13 July 2022. No 
submissions received. Application 
granted under delegated 
authority. 
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Applicant Activity Status 

Southern Discoveries Limited 
(APP-20211783) 

Commercial surface water activity Limited notified. Submissions 
close 13 July 2022. No 
submissions received. Application 
granted under delegated 
authority. 

Fulton Hogan Limited Gravel extraction activity Limited notified. Submission 
closed 27 September 2022. 
Submission received. Application 
on hold for hearing deposit. 

Noremac Ag Limited Dairy farming related activities Limited notified. Submissions 
closed 27 September 2022. No 
submissions received. Application 
progressing for decision under 
delegated authority. 

Gravity Fishing Limited Commercial surface water activity Publicly notified. Submissions 
closed 25 August 2022. 
Submissions received. Application 
suspended under s91A. 

Kanadale Limited Dairy farming related activities Publicly notified. Submissions 
close 8 November 2022. 

Capil Grove Limited Dairy farming related activities Publicly notified. Submissions 
close 17 November 2022. 

           
Other applications/matters of note 
 
Blue Sky Meats has applied for a suite of consents for its Morton Mains processing site, to replace 
current consents, which are nearing expiry.  This is currently at the technical review stage. The 
applicant has requested public notification of the application.  
 
Timeliness of decisions 
 
As referred to above, the division’s work reported 100% on time.  This includes situations where 
applications are placed on hold at the applicant’s request and where the applicant agrees to a 
timeframe extension, as provided for under Sections 37-37A of the Resource Management Act 1991.   
 
Biosecurity Divisional Exemption Activities 
 
Exemptions to the Regional Pest Management Plan and the Fiordland Marine Pathways Management 
Plan are processed by the Biosecurity team under Section 78 and 98 of the Biosecurity Act 1993. A 
summary of the current exemptions is provided below. 
 
There is expected to be an upturn in exemptions during Quarter 2 as the Southern Pest Eradication 
work is finalised.  
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Summary Exemption Register  
 
Species Total Current New this quarter New applications in 

progress 

Bengal Cat 21 0  

Wallaby 1 0  

Undaria 4 1  

Marine Pests 1 1  

 
Fit with strategic framework 
 
Outcome Contributes Detracts Not applicable 

Managed access to quality natural resources X   

Diverse opportunities to make a living   X 

Communities empowered and resilient   X 

Communities expressing their diversity   X 

 
Views of affected parties 
 
There are no matters in this report which require consideration under this heading.  
 
Compliance with Significance and Engagement Policy  
 
There are no issues within this report which trigger matters in this policy. 
 
Considerations 
 
Financial implications 
There are no financial implications directly associated with this report.  However, the flow of work in 
the Consents team has broader financial implications for Environment Southland’s broader budget, 
which will be reflected in quarterly budget reporting.  
 
Legal implications 
This report and the associated recommendations comply with the appropriate statutory 
requirements placed upon the Council, including the requirement of Council under Section 35 of the 
RMA to gather information, monitor and keep records of the exercise of functions and powers.  
 
Attachments 
 
None 
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Item 2     Compliance Division Report – 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022 
 
MORF ID: A841532 Strategic Direction: Managed access to quality 

natural resources 

Report by: Donna Ferguson,  Resource Management  
Manager  

Approved by:  Paul Hulse, General Manager, 
Integrated Catchment Management  

Executive Approval:  Paul Hulse, General Manager, Integrated Catchment Management 

 
Purpose 
 
For Council to note the Compliance Division report for the 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022 period.  
 
Summary 
 
The purpose of this report is to inform Council of the activities within the Compliance Division, with a 
focus on: 
 

 current topical issues; 

 emerging issues; 

 co-ordination initiatives 

 key challenges; 

 activity of the Compliance Division during the past reporting period  
 
Recommendation  
 
It is recommended that Council resolve to note the Compliance Division report for the 1 July to 31 
September period. 
 
Report 
 
Current topical issues 

 

 Dairy Top Performers 
This year, 108 consent holders are eligible to participate in the Environment Southland 
Dairy Top Performer (DTP) programme.  Seventy of these were eligible last year and 38 
consent holders have since become eligible.   Invitation phone calls will begin in early 
November 2022.  A due date for all self-inspection sheets to be submitted will be scheduled 
prior to Christmas.  Those selected for a quality assurance check will have this completed in 
January/February 2023. 
 
To be able to participate a consent holder must: 
 
 have five years full compliance on all consents; 
 have no unreasonable outstanding debt with Environment Southland; 
 have no health and safety warnings listed against them, their person in charge or their 

property. 
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 Synthetic nitrogen reporting 
Reporting via national tools has not seen significant numbers of data come through for 
Southland. This may be due to issues with the national tools at times.  The deadline for 
submission was 31 October 2022.    Staff will hold off for a short period before following up 
with non-supply of the data to allow for any late reporting. 
 
Assessment of the data submitted directly to Environment Southland is nearing completion. To 
date, the largest percentage of these have been compliant and under the 190 kg/ha/year.  
Assessment of the data via the national tools is currently being worked through by staff. 
 

 Dairy Inspections 
Dairy inspections are underway for the season by monitoring staff.   

 

 Groundwater monitoring 
Groundwater sampling has commenced for the second sampling for groundwater quality 
monitoring for 2022, with 237 properties to be sampled.  Sampling should be finished by early 
December 2022, with results provided consent holders before the Christmas break. 
 

 Whitebait stand inspections  
This season, a new way of monitoring whitebait stands was trialled.  The monitoring team 
inspected the stands over a one-week period and also spoke with consent holders.  This 
monitoring has historically been completed by a contractor over a three to four month period.   
 
This season, 638 of the 641 stands were monitored, with 551 stands being noted as fully 
compliant.   
 

 Intensive winter grazing (IWG) 2023 
Planning for winter 2023 monitoring, incident response and investigation has commenced.  
This in the development phase, while more understanding of the number of properties which 
may require a consent for winter grazing activities is determined.    

 
Emerging issues 

 

 Air quality 
Staff are currently working on an escalated process for domestic burner incidents involving 
non-compliant fireplaces. Part of this process includes working with Council’s Policy and 
Planning and GIS teams. Territorial authorities have shared their data on consented fireplaces. 
 
Staff are planning a proactive monitoring and incident response plan for winter 2023, which 
will take into account areas with high incident numbers recorded for air complaints from 
Environment Southland’s data and the data supplied by the territorial agencies. 

 
Co-ordination initiatives 

 

 Winter grazing 
 The team continues to work proactively with a number of teams to ensure a strategic 

organisational response to winter grazing each year. 
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 Farm plans 
 The team is preparing to work with a wider organisational group in the development of 

freshwater farm plans. 
 

 Education 
Staff been working with the Regional Harbourmaster in the review and update of the website 
content around incident management. 

 
Key challenges 

 

 Recruitment  
During this reporting period there has been positive movement within the recruitment space, but 
there are still ongoing challenges recruiting appropriately skilled applicants.   
 

Activity of the Division 
 
Over the last reporting period, as outlined above, the resource management team’s activities have 
included: 
 

 General 
 Dairy inspections are underway for the season by monitoring staff. 

 
107 dairy discharge permit site inspections: 
 79 Full compliance 
 17 Low-risk non-compliance  
 9 Moderate non-compliance 
 2 Significant non-compliance 

 
 

 
 

 
  

Dairy inspection grading

Full compliance Low risk non-compliance

Moderate non-compliance Significant non-compliance
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449 technical reviews: 
  87 site inspections 
 362 report assessments 

 
38 completed enforcement outcomes: 
 2 Letter of Direction 
 15 Formal Warning 
 9 Abatement Notice 
 12 Infringement Notice 

 

 Eight Local Government Official Information Act (LGOIMA) requests received and responded 
to. 
 
352 incidents: 
 212 external 
 140 internal 
 
The internal incidents have been for failed inspections or issues found while in the field 
monitoring, such as pit toilets near whitebait stands and huts or breaches of permitted 
activities such as silage storage. 
 

    
 Above figure shows total incidents (internal and external) 

 
Biosecurity Act 1993 Compliance Activity  
 
Compliance of the Regional Pest Management Plan (RPMP) and the Fiordland Marine Pathways 
Management Plan (FMRPMP) is carried out by the Biosecurity team. Quarter 1 has been busy for 
compliance activity, see summary table below.  
 

 
  

Number of incidents for year to date

Air Coastal Land Water

Activity in Q1 2022/23 Notice of Intent 
to Enter 

Inspections Under 
Section 109 

Notice of 
Direction 

Leins Prosecutions 

Pest Animals 0 0 0 0 0 

Pest Plants 2 8 2 0 0 

National Pest Plant Accord 0 1 0 0 0 

Marine Pests 0 63 2 N/A 1 
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Sixty-two of the marine inspections relate to the Didemnuim vexillum incursion.  Inspections included 
vessels, wharfs and aquaculture structures.  No further action is required. 
 
The remaining marine inspection and the two marine Notices of Direction (NOD) relate to a boat in 
Colac Bay that was reported to be harbouring Undaria.  The inspection was completed by a snorkel 
team who confirmed the presence of Undaria.  The vessel was subsequently directed (under the 
NOD) to the Bluff exemption zone to be hauled out and cleaned.  Compliance with the NOD will be 
monitored in Quarter 2. 
 
The marine prosecution relates to the successful prosecution of the owner of the Reel Passion for 
failure to comply with the RPMP, the FMRPMP and for failure to comply with a NOD.  No further 
action is required. 
 
The two plant NODs and two of the inspections relate to nurseries that were found to be selling 
Pinus mugo.  The notices were complied with and all stock was destroyed.  In addition, the Nelson-
based supplier has voluntarily stopped supplying Pinus mugo.  No further action is required. 
 
The remaining plant enforcement activity relates to Darwin’s Berry and Cotoneaster control in the 1 
km Fiordland Buffer.  Six property owners would not allow voluntary access to their properties, 
however on receipt of a Notice of Intent to enter and/or an inspection by an authorised person, all 
properties have now completed the work, or allowed the Jobs for Nature team to complete the 
work.  No further action is required. 
 
One National Pest Plant Accord inspection was completed in July.  This work is completed on behalf 
of the Ministry for Primary Industries and Environment Southland officers receive a separate 
authorisation and training for this work.  No issues were found. 
 
Fit with strategic framework 
 
Outcome Contributes Detracts Not applicable 

Managed access to quality natural resources X   

Diverse opportunities to make a living X   

Communities empowered and resilient X   

Communities expressing their diversity   X 

 
Views of affected parties 
 
There are no matters in this report which require consideration under this heading.  
 
Compliance with Significance and Engagement Policy  
 
There are no issues within this report which trigger matters in this policy. 
 
Considerations 
 
Financial implications 
There are no financial implications directly associated with this report. However, the flow of work in 
the Consents team has broader financial implications for Environment Southland’s broader budget, 
which will be reflected in quarterly budget reporting.  
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Legal implications 
This report and the associated recommendations comply with the appropriate statutory 
requirements placed upon the Council.  
 
Attachments 
 
None 
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